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Natural sound propagation within 
the listening room with patented 
Radialstrahler (radial beam) technology

True-to life reproduction of musical 
instruments with perfect ratio of direct 
to refl ected sound

Uncoloured sound reproduction wit-
hout sound source location or typical 
in-box sound

A furious battle waged in outer space keeps 
us on the edge of our seats, a multitude of 
indistinct background noises from the jungle 
takes us to a strange world – powerful sur-
round sound from a good cinema system 
can grip us and bring us directly into the 
very thick of the action.

Yet turn to home cinema and most of the 
excitement is gone. However big your TV or 
projection screen might be, that special cinema 
thrill fails to materialise. Something important 
is missing – the thrill of cinema sound.

The MBL “Radialstrahler“ works in multi-
channel confi gurations just as it creates a 
perfectly natural sound in pure stereo sys-
tems. In fact in multi-channel confi gurations 
the benefi ts of its system appear to even 
greater advantage.

The MBL “Radialstrahler” creates a genuine, 
boundless soundscape that makes the spatial 
limits of the room melt away, allowing you 
to be riveted to the events on screen. The 
many soft noises that draw us into a fi lm, the 
loud effects that make us jump in pleasurable 

excitement – creating such extremes in their 
full natural fl owering is no easy feat for a 
surround set.

It may be that the MBL Radialstrahler tech-
nology shines its brightest in multi-channel 
setups...conventional speakers simply can’t 
keep up.

Experience home cinema in new dimensions, 
free from the limitations of conventional 
designs.

Loudspeakers mbl 116F, mbl 120, mbl 120 RC, mbl 126, mbl 126 RC

Multi-Channel


